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Ž .We show without the axiom of choice that the Zermelo theorem implies
directly a restriction of the Caristi fixed point theorem to continuous functions.
Under the axiom of choice, this restriction is proved to be equivalent to Caristi's
theorem. We also discuss Kirk's problem on an extension of the Caristi theorem
and we establish two selection theorems for set-valued contractions. Q 1998 Aca-
demic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Ž .Let X, d be a complete metric space and T be a self-map of X not
w xnecessarily continuous. Caristi's 8 fixed point theorem asserts that T has
a fixed point provided that there exists a nonnegative real function f,
which is lower semicontinuous, such that
d x , Tx F f x y f Tx for all x g X . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .We say then that T is a Caristi map on X, d . An original proof of the
above result is based on an iterated use of transfinite induction. Subse-
Ž wquently, a number of authors found simpler proofs cf., e.g. 5, 26, 33, 34,
x. w x w x40 . In particular, Kirk 26 , using an idea of Brùndsted 4 , gave an
elegant proof involving the partial ordering U defined on X byf
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However, his proof relied on the Zorn lemma. A constructive proof of
w xCaristi's theorem was a subject of a paper of Browder 5 , but, in fact, he
w xused the axiom of choice for countable families as observed by Bell 2 .
Some other proofs rely on the maximality principle stating that, under
assumptions of Caristi's theorem, there exists a maximal element with
Ž .respect to the Brùndsted ordering 2 . This principle can be derived from
w xthe Zorn lemma as was done in a paper by Downing and Kirk 13 .
Ž w x w x.Independently, Penot cf. 34 or 35 found another proof of the principle
Ž w x.based only on the Cantor intersection theorem cf. also 15, p. 16 . Thus,
his proof depends on the axiom of choice for countable families. So a
question has arisen, whether one could find a constructive proof of the
maximality principle without using any weaker form of the axiom of
w xchoice. This problem has been settled in the negative by Brunner 6 .
However, it turns out that the Caristi fixed point theorem can be proved
w x w xwholly without choice as shown by Manka 29, 30 . In 29 , he presentedÂ
w x Žthat the restriction of Turinici's 39 fixed point theorem which is a
.generalization of Caristi's theorem to Hausdorff spaces can be proved
w xconstructively. In 30 , he has given another constructive proof of Caristi's
theorem based on his generalization of Zermelo's theorem involving a
notion of a sup function. We emphasize that most constructive aspects of
Ž w x.fixed point theory derive from Zermelo's result cf., e.g., 7, 17 .
The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, in Section 2 we show that the
restriction of Caristi's theorem to continuous functions f can be derived
directly from the Zermelo theorem. In particular, the Zermelo theorem
yields the Banach contraction principle. This extends a result of
w xFuchssteiner 17 , who has proved that Zermelo's result implies the restric-
Žtion of the contraction principle to bounded metric spaces. As was pointed
out to us by R. Manka, Caristi's result is in fact implied by the ZermeloÂ
w x Žtheorem, since Manka's fixed point theorem 29 which yields Caristi'sÂ
.result can be derived from Zermelo's theorem. It was stated without an
w x .explicit proof in 29 . We should also notice that the above restriction of
ŽCaristi's theorem is sufficient for many applications cf., e.g. Theorems 2]4
w x. Ž w x.in 27 , though not for all cf. 14 . Nevertheless, Caristi's theorem turns
Žout to be equivalent even to its restriction to Lipschitzian functions f cf.
.Theorem 3 .
w xSecond, using an idea of Takahashi 38 we establish two selection
Ž .theorems Theorems 5 and 8 stating that some set-valued contractions
admit selections satisfying the assumptions of Caristi's theorem, though
Ž .they need not have continuous selections cf. Example 1 . In particular,
Theorem 5 answers a question posed by W. Kryszewski during the Work-
Ž .shop on Fixed Point Theory in Kazimierz Dolny Poland , June 23]28,
1997. The proof of Theorem 8 depends on our simple extension of Caristi's
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result, Theorem 6, involving a condition of the type
h d x , Tx F f x y f Tx for all x g X , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
where h is a function from R , the set of all nonnegative reals, into R ,q q
having appropriate properties. On the other hand, in connection with a
question posed by Kirk, our Theorem 7 gives a characterization of these
Ž .functions h, for which condition 3 need not guarantee the existence of a
fixed point of T. This illuminates a counterexample of Khamsi and Misane
w x Ž . p25 to Kirk's question for the case h t [ t for some p ) 1. Some other
w xextensions of Caristi's theorem in this direction can also be found in 18
w xand 24 .
2. TWO RESTRICTIONS OF THE CARISTI THEOREM
w xWe begin with recalling the Zermelo 42 fixed point theorem, which is
independent of the axiom of choice. A self-map T on a partially ordered
Ž .set X, U is said to be progressi¤e if x U T x for all x g X.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 1 Zermelo . Let X, U be a partially ordered set in which
each nonempty well-ordered subset has a least upper bound. Then e¤ery
progressi¤e map T : X ‹ X has a fixed point.
Remark 1. Under the axiom of choice, the assumption of Theorem 1
can be weakened to ``each nonempty well-ordered subset has an upper
w xbound.'' This is Kneser's 28 fixed point theorem, which turns out to be
w xequivalent to the axiom of choice as shown by Abian 1 .
The following result is independent of the axiom of choice.
THEOREM 2. The Zermelo theorem implies the restriction of Caristi's
theorem to continuous functions f. More precisely, if T is a self-map of a
Ž . Ž .complete metric space X, d such that 1 holds with a continuous function
Ž .f : X ‹ R , then T and X endowed with the Brøndsted ordering 2 satisfyq
the assumptions of Theorem 1. In particular, the Zermelo theorem implies the
Banach contraction principle.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let U be the ordering defined by 2 . Clearly, 1 means that T
Ž .is a progressive map on X, U . Let C be a nonempty well-ordered subset
Ž .of X, U . We may treat C as a net putting S [ C and x [ s fors
w x  4s g C. Using the same argument as in 13 , we may infer that x iss s g S
Cauchy, hence convergent to some x , and x U x , i.e.,0 s 0
d x , x F f x y f x for all s g S ,Ž . Ž . Ž .s 0 s 0
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which means that x is an upper bound of C. We show that x s sup C.0 0
Let x be an arbitrary upper bound of C. Then
d x , x F d x , x q d x , x F d x , x q f x y f x .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 s s 0 s s
Hence, taking limit with respect to s , we obtain by continuity of f that
Ž . Ž . Ž .d x , x F f x y f x , i.e., x U x, which yields that x s sup C.0 0 0 0
To prove the last statement of Theorem 2, let T : X ‹ X be a Banach
Ž . Ž . Ž .y1 Ž .contraction with a constant a g 0, 1 . Let f x [ 1 y a d x, Tx for
x g X. Clearly, f is continuous so each nonempty well-ordered subset in
Ž .X, U has a supremum as shown above. Moreover, T is progressive inf
Ž . Ž w x.X, U cf., e.g., 15, p. 16 , so Theorem 1 applies.f
w xRemark 2. Theorem 2 should be compared with our result in 22
stating that the Knaster]Tarski ordering theorem implies the contraction
Ž .principle as well as some extensions . We have shown it by introducing a
Ž w x.partial ordering actually, defined by Ekeland 16 in the Cartesian prod-
uct X = R . It would be interesting to find out if it is possible to define anq
appropriate ordering directly in X as done in Theorem 2 above. The same
problem appears in a study of consequences of the Tarski]Kantorovitch
Ž w x.theorem in metric fixed point theory cf. 23 .
THEOREM 3. Under the axiom of choice, the Caristi theorem is equi¤alent
to its restriction to Lipschitzian functions f.
Proof. We shall give an indirect proof of this fact. First, observe that
the above restriction of Caristi's theorem implies the so-called drop
w x w xtheorem of Danes 11 . A proof of this fact is outlined in 15, p. 209 ; itÏ
Ž . 5 5uses a function f of a type f x [ C x , which is Lipschitzian. Further,
w xthe drop theorem implies the Ekeland principle as proved by Danes 12Ï
w xand, independently, by Penot 35 . The latter theorem yields Caristi's result
Ž . Ž w x.with f lower semicontinuous cf., e.g., 26 .
Remark 3. The above proof uses the axiom of choice. It follows from
the fact that we have proved the implication
Caristi's theorem for continuous functions f « Ekeland's principle ,Ž . Ž .
whereas the latter theorem implies the maximality principle for the
Ž .Brùndsted ordering 2 , which is equivalent to the so-called principle of
dependent choices, a weaker form of the axiom of choice, as shown by
w xBrunner 6 . Since Caristi's theorem is independent of the axiom of choice,
our proof does use a choice. We do not know if Theorem 3 could be
proved constructively.
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3. SELECTIONS OF SET-VALUED CONTRACTIONS
Ž w x w x.We start by recalling Nadler's fixed point theorem cf. 9 and 32 . The
Ž .class of all nonempty closed subsets of X is denoted by Cl X . The letter
Ž . ŽH denotes a generalized Hausdorff metric on Cl X H may have infinite
.values .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4 Nadler . Let X, d be a complete metric space and T be a
Ž .set-¤alued map on X such that T x g Cl X for x g X and, for some
Ž .a g 0, 1 ,
H T x , T y F a d x , y for all x , y g X . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Then T has a fixed point x , i.e., x g T x .0 0 0
A set-valued map T satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4 is said to
w xbe Nadler's set-¤alued contraction. Using a similar idea as in 38 , we shall
prove the following:
THEOREM 5. If T is Nadler's set-¤alued contraction on a complete metric
Ž .space X, d , then T admits a selection T : X ‹ X, which is a Caristi map on
Ž .X, d generated by a Lipschitzian function f. Hence, Caristi's fixed point
theorem yields Theorem 4.
Proof. Choose a real b such that a - b - 1. Then, given x g X, the
 Ž . Ž .4set y g T x: bd x, y F d x, T x is nonempty. By the axiom of choice,
Ž . Ž .there is a map T : X ‹ X such that Tx g T x and bd x, Tx F d x, T x . By
Ž .4 ,
d Tx , T Tx F H T x , T Tx F a d x , Tx .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
Hence,
1
d x , Tx s bd x , Tx y a d x , TxŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
b y a
1
F d x , T x y d Tx , T Tx ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .
b y a
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .so we get that T satisfies 1 with f x [ d x, T x r b y a . Moreover, f
is Lipschitzian since
d x , y q H T x , T y a q 1Ž . Ž .
f x y f y F F d x , y ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
b y a b y a
which completes the proof.
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Ž w x.The following example mentioned without any details in 32, p. 479
shows that under the assumptions of Theorem 5 a set-valued map T may
have neither a Lipschitzian selection nor even a continuous selection. We
give it here with all details, since it seems that this example is not well
known.
EXAMPLE 1. Let X be the unit circle in the complex plane and for
w .z g X, let Tz be the set of two square roots of z. For a g 0, 2p denote
P [ cos a q i sin a . Thena
TP s P , P . 4a a r2 a r2qp
w . Ž .If a , b g 0, 2p and a F b , then it can be easily verified that d P , Pa b
Ž .s 2 sin b y a r2, whereas
2 sin b y a r4, if b y a F p ,Ž .
H TP , TP sŽ .a b ½ 2 cos b y a r4, if b y a ) p .Ž .
Hence we easily get that T is Nadler's set-valued contraction with a
'contractive constant equal to 2 r2.
We give an elementary proof of the fact that T has no continuous
selections. Suppose, on the contrary, that T is such a selection of T.
Consider the case in which TP s P . By the continuity of T at P , there0 0 0
w xexists a ) 0 such that TP s P for all a g 0, a . Define0 a a r2 0
w xa# [ sup a g 0, 2p : TP s P for all a g 0, a .Ž . 40 a a r2 0
Suppose that a# - 2p . Then, by the definition of a#, TP s P fora a r2
w . Ž .‘a g 0, a# and there is a sequence a such thatn ns1
a# F a - 2p , a “ a#, and TP s P .n n a a r2qpn n
By the continuity of T at P ,a#
P s lim TP s lim TP s P ,a# r2 a a a# r2qpny n“‘a“a#
which yields a contradiction. Therefore, we infer that a# s 2p , that is,
w .TP s P for all a g 0, 2p . Then, TP s P “ P . On thea a r2 2py1r n py1rŽ2 n. p
other hand, P “ P , so by the continuity of T at P , TP “2py1r n 0 0 2py1r n
TP s P , a contradiction. A similar argument can be used to show that we0 0
will get a contradiction also in the case in which TP s P .0 p
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Remark 4. It follows from Theorems 2 and 5 that, under the axiom of
choice, Zermelo's theorem implies Nadler's theorem. The latter result can
w xalso be derived from Smithson's 37 generalization of the Knaster]Tarski
w xordering principle as shown in 22 .
4. EXTENSION OF CARISTI'S THEOREM AND
KIRK'S QUESTION
Recall that a function h: R ‹ R is said to be subadditi¤e ifq q
h s q t F h s q h t for all s, t g R ,Ž . Ž . Ž . q
and superadditi¤e if the reverse inequality holds. The following result is a
simple extension of Caristi's theorem and will be applied in Section 5.
Ž .THEOREM 6. Let T be a self-map of a complete metric space X, d , f be
a nonnegati¤e lower semicontinuous function on X, and h: R ‹ R be aq q
nondecreasing and subadditi¤e function, continuous at 0 and such that
y1Ž 4.  4 Ž .h 0 s 0 . If 3 holds, then T has a fixed point.
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. Let r x, y [ h d x, y for x, y g X. It can be easily verified
Ž .that r is a metric. If a sequence x is r-Cauchy, then it is d-Cauchy; forn
Ž . Ž .otherwise, there are subsequences x and x , and e ) 0 such thatk mn n
Ž .d x , x G e , and then by properties of h,k mn n
r x , x G h e ) 0,Ž . Ž .k mn n
Ž .which yields a contradiction. By completeness, x is d-convergent, whichn
Ž .implies its r-convergence since h is continuous at 0 and h 0 s 0. There-
Ž . Ž .fore, X, r is complete and both metrics are equivalent. Moreover, by 3 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .r x, Tx F f x y f Tx , so we may apply Caristi's theorem treating T as
Ž .a self-map of X, r .
Remark 5. Actually, the assumptions of Theorem 6 force the continuity
of h at each point of R , because of the following two facts. First, eachq
Ž .subadditive and continuous at 0 function h such that h 0 s 0 is right
Ž w x.upper and left lower semicontinuous cf. 3 . Second, each nondecreasing
function is left upper and right lower semicontinuous.
w xRemark 6. Theorem 6 also can be derived from Theorem 2 in 24 by
Ž w xshowing that the function h( d is a w distance on X cf. 24 for a
.definition .
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The assumption of Theorem 6 that T is subadditive cannot be omitted.
w xIn particular, Khamsi and Misane 25 , answering Kirk's question, have
Ž . p Ž .shown that if h t [ t and p ) 1, then 3 need not imply the existence
of a fixed point of T. Our next result gives more information on such
functions h. Recall that a self-map T of X is said to be asymptotically
Ž n nq1 .regular if d T x, T x “ 0 for all x g X. The right-side lower Dini
derivative of a function h is denoted by D h, that is,q
h s y h tŽ . Ž .
D h t s lim inf for t g R .Ž . Ž .q qq s y ts“t
Ž .THEOREM 7. Let h: R ‹ R and h 0 s 0. The following conditionsq q
are equi¤alent:
Ž . Ž .Ž .i D h 0 s 0.q
Ž . Ž .ii There exist a complete metric space X, d , a continuous and
asymptotically regular self-map T of X, and a continuous function f: X ‹ Rq
Ž .such that 3 holds and T has no fixed points.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i « ii . By hypothesis, there is a sequence t such thatn
Ž .t ) 0, t “ 0, and a [ h t rt “ 0. Without loss of generality we mayn n n n n
Ž . ‘assume by passing to a subsequence if necessary that Ý a - ‘.ns1 n
Ž . Ž .Define sequences k and a by puttingn n
1
k [ q 1n tn
Žw x .1rt denotes the greatest integer, which is less than or equal to 1rtn n
and
a [ t , . . . , t , t , . . . , t , . . . , t , . . . , t , . . . ,Ž . Ž .n 1 1 2 2 n n
where, for n g N, t is repeated successively k times. Since 1rt - k Fn n n n
1rt q 1, we get that 1 - k t F 1 q t . Hence,n n n n
‘ ‘
a s k t s ‘ andÝ Ýn n n
ns1 ns1
‘ ‘ ‘
h a s k h t s k t a - ‘,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ýn n n n n n
ns1 ns1 ns1
Ž . ‘since k t is bounded and Ý a - ‘. Definen n ns1 n
n
 4s [ a and X [ s : n g N .Ýn k n
ks1
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Let d denote the Euclidean metric. Then every Cauchy sequence inE
Ž . Ž .X, d is constant for sufficiently large n, so X, d is complete. SinceE E
Ž .X, d has no cluster points, each function defined on X is continuous.E
Let
Ts [ s for n g N.n nq1
Then T is a continuous self-map of X without fixed points since a ) 0,n
and T is asymptotically regular since a “ 0. Letn
‘
f s [ h a for n g N.Ž . Ž .Ýn k
ksnq1
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .Then f: X ‹ R is continuous and h d x, Tx s f x y f Tx as canq
Ž .be easily verified. Therefore, ii holds.
Ž . Ž . Ž n nq1 .ii « i . Fix an x g X and define a [ d T x , T x . Then a “ 00 n 0 0 n
since T is asymptotically regular. We show that Ý‘ a s ‘. Suppose, onns1 n
the contrary, that Ý‘ a - ‘. Then, for m ) n,ns1 n
my1
n md T x , T x F a “ 0 if m , n “ ‘,Ž . Ý0 0 k
ksn
Ž n . Ž n .which yields the Cauchy condition for T x . By completeness, T x0 0
converges to some y g X and then y s Ty because of the continuity of0 0 0
Ž .T , which yields a contradiction. Simultaneously, by 3 ,
n n
k kq1h a F f T x y f T x F f Tx ,Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýk 0 0 0
ks1 ks1
‘ Ž .which implies the convergence of the series Ý h a . Suppose thatns1 n
Ž .Ž . Ž .D h 0 ) 0. Then there exist positive reals C and t such that h t G Ctq 0
w x Ž .for t g 0, t . Since a “ 0, we get that h a G Ca for sufficiently large0 n n n
‘ Ž . ‘n. Hence, Ý h a s ‘ since Ý a s ‘, which yields a contradiction.ns1 n ns1 n
Ž .Ž .Therefore, D h 0 s 0.q
Remark 7. It follows from Theorem 7 that if h: R ‹ R is a functionq q
such that for each continuous function f and each self-map T of an
Ž .arbitrary complete metric space, condition 3 implies the existence of a
Ž .Ž .fixed point of T , then D h 0 ) 0. Indeed, the latter condition holds ifq
h satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6. This follows from the fact that
Ž .for each subadditive function h: R ‹ R with h 0 s 0,q q
h t h tŽ . Ž .
lim s sup : t ) 0½ 5q t tt“0
Ž w x. XŽ .cf. Theorem 7.11.1 in 20 , so h 0 exists and is positive unless h s 0.
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5. SELECTIONS OF SET-VALUED
Ž .CONTRACTIONS REVISITED
In this section we consider set-valued maps satisfying a yet more general
Ž .contractive condition than condition 4 . Namely, given a function m:
Ž .R ‹ R with m t - t for t ) 0, a multifunction T on a metric spaceq q
Ž .X, d is said to be a set-¤alued m-contraction if
H T x , T y F m d x , y for x , y g X . 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
w xThe following problem posed by Reich 36 in 1972 still remains un-
Ž .solved. Here we give it in a slightly modified form.
Problem. Assume that T is a set-valued m-contraction on a complete
Ž .metric space X, d such that m is continuous and increasing, and T x is
nonempty closed and bounded for all x g X. Does T have a fixed point?
Although some partial solutions of Reich's problem were given in recent
w x Ž w xpapers 10, 19, 21, 31, 41 observe that by Remark 4 in 21 , Corollary 1 in
w x w x.21 yields a main result of 10, Theorem 5 , a progress attained is still
unsatisfactory. Our purpose here is to show that in some particular cases
the existence of a fixed point can be deduced from the following selection
theorem.
THEOREM 8. Let T be a set-¤alued m-contraction on a complete metric
Ž . Ž .space X, d such that T x g Cl X for x g X, m is superadditi¤e, and the
Ž . Ž .function t ‹ t y m t t g R is nondecreasing. Then there exist a selectionq
T of T and a function h: R ‹ R , which satisfy the assumptions of Theoremq q
Ž .6. Moreo¤er, there is an equi¤alent metric r such that X, r is complete and
Ž .T is a Caristi map on X, r .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Denote f t [ t y m t for t g R . Then s is subadditive andq
nondecreasing. Since m is superadditive and nonnegative, it is nondecreas-
ing. Hence,
0 F m 0 F m t - t for t ) 0,Ž . Ž .
Ž .which implies the continuity of m hence s at 0. Since by Remark 5, s is
continuous on R , so is m. Defineq
t q m tŽ .
n t [ for t g R .Ž . q2
Ž .Then n is continuous and n t - t for t ) 0. Therefore, given an x g X,
 Ž Ž .. Ž .4the set y g T x: n d x, y F d x, T x is nonempty. By the axiom of
choice, there is a map T : X ‹ X such that
n d x , Tx F d x , T x for x g X .Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..By 5 , d Tx, T Tx F H T x, T Tx F m d x, Tx . Let
t y m tŽ .
h t [ for t g R and f x [ d x , T x for x g X .Ž . Ž . Ž .q2
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..Then h d x, Tx s n d x, Tx y m d x, Tx F d x, T x y d Tx, T Tx
Ž . Ž . Ž .s f x y f Tx , so 3 holds. Thus the assumptions of Theorem 6 are
satisfied. The last statement of Theorem 8 follows from the proof of
Theorem 6.
Clearly, Theorem 8 covers the case in which T is Nadler's contraction,
for which, however, we have a better result}Theorem 5. We conclude
with a theorem giving a complete characterization of the cases in which
Theorem 5 is not applicable, whereas Theorem 8 does apply.
PROPOSITION 1. Let m: R ‹ R be a function as in Theorem 8. Theq q
following conditions are equi¤alent.
Ž . Ž .i lim m t rt s 1.t “‘
Ž . Ž .ii There exist a complete metric space X, d and a set-¤alued m-con-
traction T on X such that T is not Nadler's contraction.
Ž . Ž . Ž .  4Proof. i « ii . Let X [ R and for x, y g X, d x, y [ max x, y ifq
Ž . Ž .x / y and d x, y [ 0 if x s y. It is easily seen that X, d is a complete
metric space. Define
T x [ m x , ‘ for x g X .Ž . .
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .4 Ž Ž ..If m x / m y , then H T x, T y s max m x , m y s m d x, y , since m
Ž .is nondecreasing. Thus T is a set-valued m-contraction. Moreover, by i ,
H T x , T 0 m xŽ . Ž .
s “ 1 as x “ ‘,
d x , 0 xŽ .
so T is not Nadler's contraction.
Ž . Ž . w x Ž .  Ž .ii « i . By 20 , a [ lim m t rt exists and is equal to sup m t rt:t “‘
4 Ž .t ) 0 . Suppose, on the contrary, that a - 1. Then m t F a t for t g R .q
Hence, each set-valued m-contraction is Nadler's contraction, which vio-
Ž .lates ii .
Remark 8. A function m: R ‹ R satisfies the assumptions of Theo-q q
Ž . Ž . Ž .rem 8 and condition i of Proposition 1, if m t [ t y s t , where s :
ŽR ‹ R is an increasing concave function this implies the subadditivityq q
w x. Ž .of s ; cf. Theorem 7.2.5 in 20 such that s t - t for t ) 0 and
Ž . Ž . Ž .lim s t rt s 0. For a simple example, we can set s t [ tr t q 1 .t “‘
Ž . 2 Ž .Then, m t s t r t q 1 .
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